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CANCELLING MACHINES IN SWITZERLAND                                                                   GIOVANNI BALIMANN   (CphH/AIJP)

Giovanni is the President of the Consilium Philateliæ Helveticæ. This display (with English text) was exhibited at
“Europhilex” in London in 2015 and the World Stamp Exhibition in Singapore in 2015 where it was awarded a
large vermeil medal. It was also the subject of a presentation at the HPS's 'LUCERNE 2016' event.

Fig. 1  Once considered of little interest to philatelists – a VERY EARLY example of a machine cancel on a bulk-mailing item (details P.100) 

Giovanni began collecting commercial covers from waste paper bins as a child. This early enthusiasm and ongoing
dedication  culminated in  2009  in  the  publication  of  his  1,400  page  reference  book  on  the  subject  entitled
“Handbuch der Maschinenstempel der Schweiz, des Fürstentums Liechtenstein und der UNO-Postverwaltung in
Genf/Manuel  des  empreintes  de  machines  à  timbrer  de  la  Suisse,  de  la  Principauté  du  Liechtenstein  et  de
l'administration postale de l'ONU à Genève” (published by the SVPS/ASCEP) which identifies over 4,000 different
machine  slogan cancels  with  all  their  uses  with  different  dater  dies  which  make  up  to  40,000  possible
combinations.

His display at Lucerne 2016 showed examples of covers cancelled by every cancellation machine tested by the PTT
(before introducing ZIP codes in 1964) during the test period of the machine's use. Dies were made for specific
uses e.g.  postmarking of  incoming mail,  franked bulk mail,  COD items.  One machine in Bern was capable of
cancelling 50,000 items per hour - its spare capacity at the main post office was taken up by organizing the
transfer of bulk mail items from outlying, small POs. (much of this printed-matter bulk mail usually finished up in
the bin when the recipient was presented with it!). It needed 200 minimum items to justify a bulk mail cancel in
1911; the number was reduced to 100 in April 1912 and finally to 50 in February 1925.

The PTT were very careful with their money - any company offering a cancelling machine could approach the PTT,
who, if they were interested, would ask them to transport it to Berne and carry out a trial demonstration (to the
PTT's specification), usually lasting a few weeks, totally at the company's expense. In some cases the PTT might
agree to rent the machine and only after extensive further trials might they acquire it.

The  first  cancelling  machine  to  be  used  in  Switzerland  was  put  on  trial  in  Bern  in  September  1911.  It  was
manufactured by the International Postal Supply Co. of Brooklyn USA. After the extensive trial, the PTT decided to
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rent 12 machines according  to the policy and conditions of  the supplier.  In 1920/1921 two machines of  the
Universal Machines Co. were tested in Berne and later acquired at a “nice price” on the pretext that it was saving
Universal a large amount of money to transport the machine back across the Atlantic. In 1923 the PTT were
offered a German machine but the supplier Heinrich Klüssendorf refused to carry out a trial at his expense. As the
price of the machine was very attractive the PTT decided to buy one, but it took the supplier more than a year to
deliver it, due to a range of difficulties. The device turned out to be the first one constructed by Klüssendorf and
the PTT never got the machine to work to their satisfaction. But at least the price paid helped to push the prices
of other suppliers down and buy (or “encouraged the purchase of”) the so-far rented American machines which,
by then, had been paid for “several times over”.

(By the way: The PTT started to develop and then produce machines of  its  own to replace the ones of  the
International Postal Supply Co. - e.g. PTT 801, 802 and 803 - the first ones went into operation in the second half
of the 1980s and are still working.)

The exhibit also showed special features and tests of postmarking devices e.g. special printing rollers to hold IPS
devices to be used in Universal machines, as well as examples of machines used for dedicated purposes e.g. the
Velopost Machine to close and postmark envelopes containing account balances or the Electrovite Machine built
by the PTT Workshop for the stamp printing division to apply a "seal cancel" on stamp packets.

For 20 years Giovanni, with official agreement, picked up 2-300 discarded covers per day from two government
offices. He sifted through tens of thousands of these items, which were of no interest to most Swiss philatelists.
With his  specialist  knowledge he was seeking  examples  of  the use of  different  types  of  machine,  but  more
importantly he was seeking the “more unusual uses”, in particular: uses of certain machines and devices during
specific known test periods and unintended uses of slogans in the “wrong” language region.

Through his perseverance Giovanni has managed to obtain a number of “rare”, “two of four known examples”
or, in some cases, possibly “unique” items, including various “earliest known day of use”, “latest known day of
use” and “special trial period uses”. And there is still a lot to discover as from certain dies - known from records in
the archive - no “real” example has been found so far.

As a result of all his endeavours his collection contains many fascinating items, including: 

Fig. 1 (on Page 99) As of 1st January 1911 the postal administration introduced the bulk-franking procedure for printed matter and
commercial samples when a minimum of 200 identical items were posted at one time; to confirm the payment a "P.P." postmark (for
"port payé" or "postage paid") had to be applied to the respective items. As of 17 th April 1912 the minimum number was reduced to 100
and, finally, from 1st February 1925 to 50.

Although considerable quantities have been posted (25,773,189 items in 1911, corresponding to about 2% of the total letter mail) it is
very difficult to find covers and cards postmarked during the first two decades: bearing no stamps, these were absolutely unattractive
for collectors and therefore not put aside; collecting "just postmarks" only started to become popular at the beginning of the 1930s. The
cover shown is the only example of the  "P.P." dater-die of Genève 1 known so far, discovered as late as 103 years after its use. This
envelope well illustrates why items with just an impression of a "P.P." dater-die and usually applied on top of the address of the sender
didn't look attractive at all to collectors.

Fig. 2 (right) In April 1920 the general postal directorate in Berne had
agreed to run trials  with two electrically  driven cancelling  machines
provided by  the  Universal  Stamping Machines  Co.  (the later  Pitney-
Bowes Co.), but the company also sent the prototype of a small hand-
driven cancelling machine without prior notice. Most probably this was
the unit which had been in operation at the Dulwich post office (UK)
until  the  beginning  of  November  1920,  as  there  are  no  other
impressions  with  comparable  characteristics  known  worldwide  until
September 1925, when the first model 'K'  of the Universal  Stamping
Machines Co. went into operation at Stamford post office (Connecticut,
USA).

According to the records of the postal district directorate of Berne the
trial probably started on 14th December 1920 as the approval for the
use of the dater-die (because of its unusual rectangular design without
frame and hyphens instead of dots in the indication of the date) was
given by the general postal directorate only the day before. The cover
shown has probably been postmarked during the first day of the trial;

only a total of two items known so far.                                                                                              Fig. 2
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                                                          Fig. 3                                                                                                                 Fig. 4

Fig. 3 (above left) Cancelling machines for dedicated purposes: 'Velopost' machine for closing and postmarking envelopes containing
account balances, documented as from July 1929 to July 1937. The postal giro office of Zürich was the only one of the 25 offices having
used such a machine. The continuous impression was rarely applied parallel to the upper edge of the cover; this suggests possible
deficiencies in the technical design.

Fig. 4 (above right) Cancelling machines for dedicated purposes: To date the back of computer-generated COD items in the format of
punch cards the PTT data processing centre in Zürich-Wiedikon used a cancelling machine as from 1961 until 1968 with a simplified
dater-die with neither indication of town nor time, i.e. a die corresponding to only the inner circle of a "normal" dater-die. The machine
used most  probably  was  a model  'HD2'  supplied  by  the  International  Postal  Supply  Co.  and fitted  with an  electric  motor  by  the
workshops of the postal administration like the ones in operation at the giro offices. 

Bills and statements of account at the philatelic service for customers abroad were mailed in envelopes and equally dated with the
cancelling machine of the PTT data processing centre. However, such items, being unfranked, have rarely survived as the addressees
were all stamp collectors! One of only two covers known so far.

                                                                                                                        Fig. 5

Fig. 5 (above) As the slogans had become an important advertising method in the 1920s a first attempt to increase their readability by
positioning the dater-die on the right instead of the left was undertaken in 1929: the postal administration then requested a quotation,
but the price communicated by the International Postal Supply Co. for modifying or replacing all printing rollers was considered as far
too high. So it took another 10 years before a trial was actually performed.

A new printing roller for 'International' machines with the dater-die positioned on the right of the slogan was finally tested for the first
time in a temporary post office of the National Exhibition held in 1939 in Zürich; two different dater-dies were used in combination with
both a publicity and a "P.P." slogan. Before installing the printing roller in the machine at the exhibition, a three day preliminary test was
run in the letter office of 'Zürich 1'. As the trial with the new printing roller with swapped positions of the dater-die and slogan was
generally assessed as satisfactory, the postal administration decided to equip three letter offices with identical printing rollers as from
1940. In the course of 1941 to 1943 all remaining cancelling machines were then equipped with equal new printing rollers. To prevent
the frequent exchange of the slogan in the new printing roller several letter offices continued to use the old printing roller with the "P.P."
slogan for up to 25 years.

In Zofingen the new printing roller went into operation at the end of November 1941; the old roller was afterwards used in combination
with the "P.P." slogan until April 1944 and from May to June 1963, but once again with a publicity slogan on April 1 st, 1952. When the
publicity cancel to be used during the month of April 1952 was delivered from the post office having used it during the month of March
it was erroneously mounted into the old printing roller and used for a few hours only. The mistake was realized the next morning and
the publicity slogan was then mounted into the new printing roller. This is the only example known so far with the dater-die on the left
of the slogan.

Fig. 6 (next page) Cancelling machines for dedicated purposes: Payment and money orders, when made at a post office counter, required
three dater marks in distinct positions, a numbering mark in a defined field of the form, as well as two signatures of the clerk before the
receipt coupon for the customer could be detached.
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To do all this automatically of course required a very special machine
which was not available off-the-shelf. When sighting the photographs
at the Museum of Communication in Berne an up to then unknown
machine  model  '240'  supplied  by  Heinrich  H.  Klüssendorf  was
discovered which had been adapted for a (as it seems, unsatisfactory)
test at a counter of the main post office of Basel in 1963. The machine
is still kept in the store of the museum, and so far not a single one of
the 97,090 coupons postmarked by this  machine and handed out to
senders  has  come to  light!  In  the  store  of  the  museum  it  was  still
possible to produce the reasonable impression shown. 

Top: payment order as an example of the forms processed with the
'Klüssendorf' machine model '240'. Bottom: marks for the right part of
the  form;  the  coupon  on  the  left  (with  corresponding  marks)  was
automatically cut off by the machine when processing the form. The
"Zd"  preceding  the  number  is  a  variable  identification  code for  the
clerk operating the machine.

                                                                                                                                                                              Fig. 6

 A NEW ADDITION TO THE SOCIETY'S LIBRARY                                                                                                 DAVID HOPE

'Die  Automobilpostbüros  der  Schweizer  PTT  1937  bis  2003'  by  Giovanni
Balimann - This profusely illustrated tour de force at 590 pages is without
doubt the definitive work on Swiss Mobile Post Offices. Over eleven chapters
the author covers a wide variety of topics. 

Chapter 1 takes us through the history of the MPOs including their purpose
and use, not only at special events, but also as temporary post offices or
ticket sales offices. Chapter 2 describes the various vehicles used. Chapter 3
takes us through the various handstamps used by the MPOs as well as how
mail was treated for suspended or cancelled events. Chapter 4  covers the
postal  stationery  and stamps issued for  the MPOs.  Chapter  5  deals with
registration, value declared, packet and COD labels. Chapter 6 augments the
information in Chapter  3  on  handstamp varieties,  such as  incorrect  year
dates and cachets in the wrong colour. 

Chapter 7 is headed 'Special and unusual covers', describing a wide variety
of items including foreign reply-paid postcards, censorship, Fieldpost, official

free post, Franco labels and postage due. Chapter 8 details 'Milestones' in the history of the MPOs and Chapter 9
provides a schedule of literature on the subject. Chapter 10 is most useful in that it is a checklist of the use of the
MPOs on a year by year basis and includes the special events attended by which MPO, when an MPO was used for
other purposes,  incorrect  cancels  and cachets and so on. Finally  Chapter 11 lists  all  the places where MPOs
operated. 

As the title shows the book is in German but don't let that put you off. A look at the illustrations will soon put
everything into context. I have produced an English translation of the headings and content of each chapter to
make  the  book  more  user-friendly  to  borrowers  of  the  Society's  library  who might  find  the  German rather
daunting. For the serious collector of MPOs I highly recommend this book.

SWISS POST's CHRISTMAS SELECTION 2016 – includes four stamps with simple, but effective line-drawings of a
Christmas tree,  snowman,  angel  and sledge (issue date  10th November);  sets  of  greetings  cards  of  matching
designs and the option of a special 'Bethlehem' cancel, cover and card. Details on Website: postshop.ch/loupe
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THE PRIVATE POSTAL STATIONERY CARDS OF THE FIRM A. FRANCKE IN BERNE                               ULRICH FEHLMANN

This  article  was  first  published  in  the  "Der  Ganzsachensammler",  the  journal  of  the  Swiss  Postal  Stationery
Collectors Society (SVPS).  We are grateful to the SVPS and the author (who is also the current editor of "Der
Ganzsachensammler") for enabling us to publish the article in our Newsletter. Considerable thanks are also due to
our Vice-Chairman, Eric Lienhard, who was kind enough to translate it for us.

As collectors of postal stationery you have probably come across this firm’s logo. The picture of a
pine tree in front of mountains above the letters AF (Fig. 1 left) is possibly by Burkhard Mangold
(1873 – 1950) a well-known artist. The firm A. Francke in Berne used the woodcut as the firm’s
logo for decades.  It  appears on the firm’s letters,  envelopes and surprisingly numerous postal
stationery items. There are several private postal stationery covers, cards and various postcards
with the logo added. For a long time I noticed such entires and since I have been collecting these, I
have found further unrecorded types. 

The History of the Firm A. Francke. 

In 1831 Johann Felix Jacob Dalp (1793 – 1851 ), a scion of a Grisons Family, founded a
printing and retail book shop, at Bubenberg Platz in Berne. The best known of his works,
‘History of Swiss Knights and Mountain Castles’, was printed with great love as a book in
three volumes. The publisher was the renowned Gustav Schwab. Dalp, the founder of the
Dalp bookshop, who drowned in 1851 under mysterious circumstances in the river Aare.
The financial difficulties of the business, resulted in bankruptcy after Dalp’s early death.
The creditors gave the publishing rights and the book shop to Karl Schmid (1827 – 1909),
who had previously worked as right hand man to Dalp. Schmid widened the range of titles
on offer, editing  mainly schoolbooks, calendars,  magazines and maps. One of his sales
successes,  even  to  this  day,  are  the  works  of  Jeremias  Gotthelf.  Schmid’s  son-in-law
Alexander Francke (1853 – 1925) (Fig. 2 left), who originated from Germany, took over the
printing works and book shop in 1902 and changed the name of the firm to A. Francke.

This popular and humorous manager further expanded the business. He was friends with many of his authors.
Besides schoolbooks, scientific, philosophical, historical and philological works, Francke Publishing became known
for Swiss Dialect Literature. In particular, Emanuel Friedli’s 7 volume work “Bernese Dialect as a Mirror of Bernese
Folk Character” which is legendary. The successors of Alexander Francke, Carl Emil Lang and later Carl Ludwig
Lang, took over the incorporated business.

The firm’s location changed several times after 1831, but always remained in the vicinity of the Bubenberg Platz,
Railway  Platz  or  the  ‘Spital  Gasse’  (hospital
passage).  Because  the  premises  at  Bubenberg
Platz 6 had to move due to a new construction,
the company moved their retail premises to the
‘Von  Werdt-passage’  (where  it  may  still  be
remembered by the people of Berne, as a pocket
book  shop)  and  in  1958  to  the  ‘Langgasse’
quarter. The retail bookshop no longer exists. The
business  was  finally  sold  to  the  German
Publishing Group ‘Narr Francke Attempto’. 

Francke  printed  hundreds  of  dialect  theatre
pieces. He published works of Rudolf von Tavel,
Otto von Greyerz, Ernst Balzli, Otto Zulliger, Elsa
Muschg and Hug Marti. Many older readers may
remember  the  popular  books  of  Elisabeth
Mueller (1885 – 1977), such as the 'Six Scamps',
'Vereneli',  etc.,  as well  as generations of school
children,  who learnt  French with  ‘Ici  Fondeval’.
Fig. 3 (right) shows some known publishing titles
by A. Franke.
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   Fig. 4 PK 26.PrZD 212, first known postcard with the Francke logo                                            Fig. 5 Zu. 56.PrZD 3 
                        with printed form for billing on the back. 

The handbook of  'Swiss Postal  Stationery Cards'  by Martin Baer lists  29 different postcards  with the logo of
Francke added. The first card must have been printed about 1905 (Fig. 4 above), the last about 1954 before the
last move and splitting up of the business. Fig. 5 shows a special postcard for the National Exhibition 1914. So far,
this is the only special postcard I know of with the Francke logo (or Schmid & Francke). Below is a listing of all the
known postcards with the Francke private logo. 

                                                                          Fig. 6 Listing of the known postcards with private logo. 

Cat. Numbers as Baer Handbook, VF = vignette with pine tree, VH = vignette with business premises, Rechnung = printed form for billing.
n.b. The word 'Zudruck' means additional printing to an existing card/document, in this context postal stationery. 

I have found no Francke printings on postcards from booklets (y cards), on postcard strips (z cards) or on reply
cards. It may be assumed, that the firm bought most of the postcards issued from 1905 – 1955 (also picture
postcards  and foreign cards)  and added their  logo in-house.  This  was done aesthetically,  all  printings on the
address side being the same colour as the stamp. The only exception to this rule, is the last card 184 PrZD2, which
has the logo in black instead of red. All cards show the woodcut of the fir tree, initially on the back, later only on
the address side. 
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                         Fig. 7 reverse side of card PK 56 PrZD 3                              Fig. 8 reverse of PK 62 PrZD 4 with signature of Alexander Francke. 

The logo publicised the firm, containing the address and occasionally the 'phone number. Early cards had  a table
for billing. Between 1909 and 1913 some cards carried a woodcut vignette of the firm's premises in Bubenberg
Platz  and  the  Bubenberg  monument  (Fig.  7  above).  The  building  shown  was  demolished  in  1958  and  the
Bubenberg monument no longer stands on the site it occupied in the first half of the 20th century. 

Three postcards exist with or without additional printing, i.e. cards Nos. 52, 56 and 77. On part of the card issue,
the vignette of the firm's building was omitted, presumably to leave more space for messages. 

 

As was usual in the first decades of the history of the Swiss postal stationery cards, the firm Francke used their
cards not only for commonplace messages to customers, but also for bills and reminders. Possibly cards were also
given for publicity purposes, as some of the cards known to me show no indication of the sender or recipient
having any connection to the firm Francke. The firm appears to have been economical with purchases of cards,
because unused cards are rare (I know of none). The large archive of the  Francke concern, which is held in the
state archives of Canton Bern, contain no details of the purchase or usage of their own postal stationery cards.
The comprehensive business correspondence does not contain samples and no further Francke cards either. In
view of their annual business postage bill being only 10 to 20,000 francs, these postcards probably did not make a
great demand on the budget.

The written text on a large collection of Francke cards would provide a comprehensive history of the firm. The
firm’s publication programme is found on many cards. On some, even the signature of the chief at the time is
shown (Fig. 8 above). 

New discoveries of Francke-cards 
I present below new discoveries of Francke cards (Figs. 9 to 17). All nine cards carry the firm's logo only on the
address side, in the same colour as the stamp; the backs are not printed.

 
     Fig. 9: PK 77.PrZD (Firm Francke) without            Fig. 10: PK 85.003.PrZD (Firm Francke)                Fig. 11: PK 95.025.PrZD (Firm Francke)
      additional printing on the address side.

     Fig. 12: PK 122.025.PrZD (Firm Francke)                  Fig. 13: PK 137.PrZD (Firm Francke)                   Fig. 14: PK 139.102.PrZD (Firm Francke)
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      Fig. 15: PK 141.PrZD (Firm Francke)                        Fig. 16: PK 152.PrZD (Firm Fancke)                     Fig. 17: PK 154.PrZD (Firm Francke)

Private Postal Stationery of the Firm A. Francke 
Many private postal stationery items of this firm exist. I show here a few especially attractive examples. On the
covers PrU 14 and 15 the firm's logo as well as the stamp is framed by wavy lines (Figs.18 & 19 below). Similar
covers also exist without the framing. 

                    Fig. 18 private cover 14 with framing.                                               Fig. 19 private cover 15 with framing.

On the private cover 18-1 the vignette of the firm's premises and the
Bubenbergplatz are shown. This is the only private postal stationery of
the firm Francke without the fir tree known to me (Fig. 20 right). The
design  of  the  reverse  of  cover  PrU  18-2  is  particularly  attractive
(Fig.21),  showing  a  section  of  Bern’s  Town  Map.  One  can  see  the
location of the firm's premises at the time, immediately next to the
hospital,  which,  together  with  the  Holy  Ghost  Church,  are  the  last
remaining buildings still standing in the same location today. The two
tramlines to the west and north have not existed for decades. The PTT
order records show, that these covers had the stamp indice printed in
issues of up to 4,000.                                                                                                             Fig. 20 private cover 18-1

                                                                                                                              
Private Postcards of the Firm A. Francke. 
An example (No. 50) of the private postcards the firm used for COD (Number issued – 1,000) is shown in Fig. 22.

                                                             Fig. 21                                                                                               Fig. 22
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Cards of the firm Schmid & Francke from the 19th century

                                                              Fig. 23                                                                                             Fig. 24 

Fig. 23 (above) shows the front and reverse of the earliest known card with printing of Schmid, Francke & Co.,
used in 1888 (PK 12/Zu 12). The half year bill of the firm Schmid, Francke & Co in Bern is printed on the reverse.
The firm’s logo did not yet exist.  

An observant collector lent me the Schmid, Francke & Co card shown in Fig. 24 which was used by them as an
invoice in 1892,  franking Zu 62A, postmark 20.III.92. 

The firm of Alexander Francke not only contributed to the book culture in Switzerland, BUT also provided much of
interest to the postal stationery collector. The story of Francke stationery appears to me not yet concluded. I
would welcome any observations from readers of this article. In particular, information on any new discoveries.  

Literature. 
Carl Ludwig Lang: 

'125 years of Francke Publisher Bern' – founded 1831 as Dalp’s bookshop, commemoration of 125 year’s of 
the firm's existence. Benteli, Bern 1957. 

'150 years of Francke' - founded 1831 as Dalp’s bookshop, documents and pictures from the firm’s history, 
Bern 1981. 

Zumstein: 'Postal Stationery of Switzerland', 11th Issue, Bern 2010. The cards are numbered as per this catalogue.
Martin Baer: 'Handbook of Swiss Postcards', 2011.

Picture Sources 
Figs. 2 and 3 from: “125 years of Francke Publishing”, Benteli 1957 
5: 'Handbook of Swiss Postcards' by Martin Baer.           6 and 7: Ernst Schätti.          12: Kurt Kräuchi. 
13 and 15: Anton Ruesch.          16: Toni Egger.           18, 20 and 22: Armando Lualdi.            20 and 21: Max Keller. 
23: Forster-Briefmarkenauktionen, Vicques.            24: Adolf Amstad.              Remaining scans by the author.

Thanks 
I  thank all  persons for their  advice and help with this work,  especially the state archivist of Canton Bern, Dr
Barbara Studer Immenhauser; also Messrs. Adolf Amstad, Martin Baer, Toni Egger, Marcel Forster, Dr. Max Keller,
Kurt Kräuchi, Armando Lualdi, Anton Ruesch and Dr. Ernst Schätti.

FORTHCOMING SOCIETY MEETINGS                                                                                         NEVILLE NELDER, SECRETARY
The Society’s Annual National Meeting 2017 - Saturday and  Sunday,  1st/2nd April  2017  at  the  Stonehouse  Court
Hotel,  Gloucestershire  http://www.stonehousecourt.co.uk,  with  good  value  prices  for  HPS  members.  Further
details and a booking form will be included with the January Newsletter.
Northern Group - The next meetings are on Saturday 5  th   November 2016 – 'New Acquisitions/Members' Choice',
Saturday 4  th   March 2017 – 'Chairman's Presentation' and Saturday 1  st   April 2017 – AGM and 'Members' Choice'. All
meetings take place at Corporation Mill, Sowerby Bridge, Yorkshire commencing at 2.00pm. Further details from
David Hope Tel. 0161 3030091.
Southern Group –  All-day Saturday meetings (10.30am to 4.00pm) are held at The Three Crowns at Whaddon,
Wilts. near Salisbury (postcode SP5 3HB), just off the A36, and include coffee, lunch and tea. We usually have one
or two main speakers and always include a selection of members’ short displays, too. All members and visitors are
welcome. The next meetings are on: 18  th   March 2017: 'Swiss TPOs' by Philip Vaughan, 3  rd   June: 'Censored Mail' by
Alison Kilpatrick and 7  th    October: suggestions, please! Further information is available on the Society Website or
from Werner Gattiker (werner@swisstamps.co.uk – 01273 845 501)

mailto:werner@swisstamps.co.uk
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WORPEX 2017                                                                                                                                                     NEVILLE NELDER
The Society intends to have a stand at the 'WORPEX 2017' annual philatelic event taking place on Saturday 13 th

May 2017 at the Tudor Grange Academy, Bilford Road, Worcester. It will be manned by volunteer members who
will distribute promotional information about the Society and, hopefully attract one or two new members. If you
are in the vicinity, why not pop along, have a chat and lend your support. They'd love to see you. Further details of
the event can be obtained from David Grant, the Secretary of the Worcester Philatelic and Postcard Society, Tel.
01299 824829. Our Secretary, Neville Nelder (Tel. 01453 766751), would be pleased to hear from any member
who can offer some help in manning the stand.

SIMILAR SPECIAL INTERESTS                                                                                                NEVILLE NELDER/BOB MEDLAND
Seventeen members have replied so far to Bob Medland’s request for members to provide information on their
fields of expertize where they are willing to help others out. If you can contribute and have not done so already,
now is the time to act. You do not have to be a high-level ‘expert’; just that you may have developed a good
degree  of  knowledge  in  a  particular  field.  If  so  please  send  your  input  to  our  Secretary,  Neville  Nelder,  at
nevillenelder@gmail.com

A SPECIAL ADDITION TO THE LIBRARY                                                                                                              BOB MEDLAND
A small book, ‘The Error World – an Affair with Stamps’ by Simon Garfield, has been kindly presented to the
society’s library by Kit Jarman as a token of thanks to those members of the society who have “assisted him so
magnificently during his long and tiresome illness” (Kit’s own words in speech marks). The author is a journalist
and writer of books on many subjects. The book is written in light-hearted style and is a very jolly little read about
one man’s obsession with stamp collecting. It is full of interesting anecdotes and snippets: for example, how many
people know that John Lennon, Freddie Mercury and Pete Townshend all collected stamps? The late ‘Queen’
singer’s childhood collection was sold at auction for over £3,000 to the National Postal Museum and was used for
encouraging youngsters to take an interest in our hobby. As with all library items, it is free for members to borrow
– as soon as I’ve finished it, perks of the job! Please just refund my postage costs.

ABPS MEMBERSHIP                                                                          BOB MEDLAND (LIBRARIAN AND COMMUNICATIONS)
This  year  the Committee decided to renew our society’s  membership  of  the Association of  British  Philatelic
Societies with a view to improving our profile and contacts with other philatelic societies – and hopefully to
recruit new members ourselves. One of the benefits of membership is the ABPS’s Annual Handbook and Directory,
now retained in the society’s  library.  This  is  a substantial publication which includes sections on and contact
details for:

• Regional Associations and Federations 
• Specialist Societies
• Affiliated Societies
• Philatelic Lecturers

If anyone needs any information from the handbook or would like to borrow it please let me know.

             Werner  Gattiker 
For most aspects of Swiss Philately and Postal History
• Free Standard Price List 1850 – 2012 with both Zumstein/SBK and Stanley Gibbons numbers.

• "Werner's Treasure Trove" sent most months to my customers, full of offers of stamps, covers,
           cards, blocks, collections & lots, literature, etc.

•   Liechtenstein also available.
       Werner Gattiker, P O Box 791 Hassocks, West Sussex, BN6 ODP – 01273 845501 -  werner@swisstamps.co.uk
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